TO REMOVE the Genius™ Mop Head, press the release button on the front of the mop body.

Steam Pocket® Mop Assembly

Filling the Water Tank

Pull down on the water tank cap to open.

Use the filling flask to pour water into the tank. Do not overfill. Press the water tank cap firmly to close it.

For questions or to register your product, contact us at:
800-798-7398 or visit us online at sharkclean.com

WHAT’S INSIDE:

- Steam Mop Handle
- Steam Mop Body
- Filling Flask
- Genius™ Mop Head
- Dirt Grip™ Pad (x2)

QUICK START GUIDE

Use this Quick Start Guide to learn about your new Shark Genius Steam Pocket Mop System’s great features.

Please be sure to read the enclosed Owner’s Guide prior to using your unit.

For additional parts and accessories, visit sharkclean.com
CLEANING

USING YOUR STEAM POCKET® MOP

Your Steam Mop is ideal for deep cleaning and cutting through dirt and grime in high traffic areas, as well as for sanitizing* sealed hard floors.

*Sanitization studies were conducted under controlled test conditions. Household conditions and results may vary. With Genius Mop Head in HI mode only when used on Sanitized* floors

TOUCH-FREE PAD ATTACHMENT

1. Lift the mop straight up by the handle (until the Genius Mop Head is hanging straight down). Release the Genius Mop Head above the pad. Press the release button on the back of the mop body. Handle will drop open, releasing the pad.

2. Slip the mop head 6 corners into the 4 corners of the Dirt Grip Pad.

3. Squeeze the Genius Mop Head to the floor on one side of the pad, and that side will click into place.

4. Flip the mop head over to the floor to click into place.

REMOVING THE PAD

1. Lift the mop straight up by the handle (until the Genius Mop Head is hanging straight down). Press the pad release button, and both sides of the mop head will drop open.

2. Slip the mop head 6 corners into the 4 corners of the Dirt Grip Pad.

3. Gently press the Genius Mop Head to the floor on one side of the pad, and that side will click into place.

4. Flip the mop head over to the floor to click into place.

DIAGNOSTIC GUIDELINES

For best cleaning results, we recommend replacing your Dirt Grip Pads following 20 normal uses.

If your Steam Mop is producing steam but the lights below the Steam Control button are solid, call customer service at 1-800-798-7398.

If the lights below the Steam Control button are blinking, press the Steam Control button to select a Steam setting.

If the lights below the Steam Control button are not illuminated, try a different electrical outlet.

If the Steam Mop is producing intermittent steam. This is normal—for more consistent steam select the HI setting.

Some parts may be available by contacting the Steam Cleaning Center at 1-800-798-7398 or consumer-services@sharkclean.com.

With the Genius™ Mop head, you can quickly and easily attach and release the Dirt Grip™ Pads. Without touching them, no more wrestling with dirty, wet pads. The Dirt Grip Pads are double-sided, washable, and reusable. For pad attachment and removal instructions, see the following page.

STEAM BLASTER™ TECHNOLOGY

The Steam Mop should be securely plugged into an electrical outlet. Check your fuse or circuit breaker or try a different outlet. Make sure the water tank is full, the pad is attached, and the light around the Steam Control button is solid.

If the lights below the Steam Control buttons are not illuminated, try a different electrical outlet.

If the lights below the Steam Control buttons are blinking, press the Steam Control button to select a Steam setting.

If the lights below the Steam Control buttons are solid, wait 30 seconds for the Steam Control button to select a Steam setting.

If the Steam Mop is not producing any steam. It is possible there is detecting a personnel issue.

If you would like to proceed with the Steam Mop, please contact Consumer Services for any other servicing.

With the Steam Blaster feature, it is recommended to apply an intermittent steam to the Steam Mop. This will cause the Steam Mop to be used intermittently. As the Steam Mop uses only a small amount of steam, it is not enough to change the temperature of the Steam Mop. It is recommended to always use an intermittent steam when using the Steam Blaster feature. The Steam Mop will be used intermittently until the Steam Blaster feature is turned off.

STEAM POCKET® MOP

1. Lift the mop straight up by the handle (until the Genius Mop Head is hanging straight down). Release the Genius Mop Head above the pad. Press the release button on the back of the mop body. Both sides of the mop head will drop open.

2. Slip the mop head 6 corners into the 4 corners of the Dirt Grip Pad. Steam Pocket® Mop

3. Gently press the Genius Mop Head to the floor on one side of the pad, and that side will click into place.

4. Flip the mop head over to the floor to click into place.

DIRT GRIP™ PADS

Our washable Dirt Grip Pads are made with fibers specially designed to absorb and trap dirt. This gives your floors an amazing clean, with minimal streaking and short dry times.

For best cleaning results, we recommend replacing your Dirt Grip Pads following 20 normal uses.

PAD CARE

Machine wash the Dirt Grip Pads separately with warm water and mild detergent.

Never use Pressurized Detergent, or Fabric Softeners as they may damage the Dirt Grip Pads.

You can purchase replacement Dirt Grip Pads through our online blog, by contacting 1-800-798-7398, or by calling 1-800-798-7398.

Some parts may be available by contacting your local retailer. Contact Consumer Service for any other servicing.

STEAM POCKET TECHNOLOGY

The Steam Pocket is a technology that allows for an even distribution of steam onto the floor. This gives your floors an amazing clean, with minimal streaking and short dry times.

Our washable Dirt Grip Pads are made with fibers specially designed to absorb and trap dirt. This gives your floors an amazing clean, with minimal streaking and short dry times.

1. Sanitize* floors

2. Tough cleaning and removing stuck-on messes and stains.

3. Light cleaning and dusting.

4. Cleaning moderate and heavy-traffic areas.

5. Cleaning most sealed surfaces and large areas.

6. Removing spots and smaller messes.

7. Cleaning most sealed surfaces and large areas.

8. Cleaning moderate and heavy-traffic areas.

9. Tough cleaning and removing stuck-on messes and stains.

10. Light cleaning and dusting.

11. Cleaning moderate and heavy-traffic areas.

12. Cleaning most sealed surfaces and large areas.

13. Removing spots and smaller messes.

14. Cleaning most sealed surfaces and large areas.

15. Cleaning moderate and heavy-traffic areas.

16. Light cleaning and dusting.

17. Cleaning moderate and heavy-traffic areas.

18. Cleaning most sealed surfaces and large areas.

19. Removing spots and smaller messes.

20. Cleaning most sealed surfaces and large areas.